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(continued from page 11)

The MKZ hybrid’s drivetrain
consisted of Ford Motor Co.’s new
2.0-litre, late intake valve closing
(LIVC) four-cylinder hybrid drivetrain with lithium-ion batteries
with a power-split eCVT. The
“power split” allows the electric
and gas engines to work together
or separately to maximize efficiency. It’s the same powerplant
used in the Fusion hybrid. It generates 188 combined horsepower
and 129 lb.-ft of torque at 4,000
rpm.
The MKZ rides on the same
platform as the 2013 Ford Fusion
with an identical 112.2-inch
wheelbase; however, the MKZ is
2.4 inches longer, 0.1 inches
taller, and a half-inch wider than
the Fusion. The 2014 MKZ is
available in three different powertrains: 2.0-litre EcoBoost, 3.7litre AWD and the 2.0-litre
hybrid. You will not see a hybrid
label on the outside of the car;
look for 2.0H on the trunk lid.
This is a much-improved car in
many ways.
The 2011 Lincoln MKZ Hybrid
The first hybridized Lincoln
was the M/Y 2011 MKZ. It was
based on the Ford Fusion hybrid
that was introduced the year
before. Ford’s Fusion hybrid was
an award-winning entry. The
MKZ hybrid is powered by a 2.5liter LIVC four-cylinder gasoline
engine, sometimes mistakenly
called an Atkinson-cycle. The
transmission has two electric
motors and combined, the two
power plants develop 191 horsepower at 6,000 rpm and 135 lb-ft
of torque at 2,250 rpm. It
achieves the same impressive
EPA fuel-economy ratings of 41
mpg in the city and 36 mpg on
the highway. Ford, as of late, has
been confusing the public with
incorrect mpg ratings. Makes it
tough to tune up a car and then
the customer asks you why the
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Lincoln MKZ Hybrid

2011

2014

Notes

2 volt
Battery Location, Removal

5

4

2011 - Under hood.
2014 - In the left corner of the trunk under
a panel.

DLC Location, OBD-II

4

5

2011 - Under a small cover but in the area
of your feet.
2014 - Far to the left and uncovered.

COP/Spark Plugs

5

3.5

2011 - Easy with a pop off plastic engine
cover.
2014 - Many bolts, clamps and sensor
connectors to get the plastic cover off.

Service Plug location

4

5

2011 - Once the rear seats are unlatched
and folded it is easy.
2014 - Flip the left rear seat upright down.
Easy.

Fuses/Relays

4

4

2011 - Under hood and dash.
2014 - Under hood and dash

PCM Location

3

5

2011 - Under hood near brake master
cylinder. Hard to access.
2014 - Right shock tower under hood. Easy
access.

Fuel Filter

3

3

2011 - In tank. To replace you must replace
the fuel pump.
2014 - In tank.

PCV Valve

2

2

2011 - Located behind the water pump on
block. Called oil separator.
2014 - Located in oil separator assembly.
Hard to access on purpose.

Oil Filter, Bolt, Refill

4

4

2014 - Spin-on filter, 5-20 oil

eCVT Transmission Service

4

4

2011 - Ford says “Lifetime Fluid.” Uses
Mercon LV used in many Ford transmissions. Change often.
2014 - Same as 2011 but a smaller unit.
User Mercon LV fluid.

Overall Accessibility
Under Hood

4

4.5

2011 - Not bad for a hybrid to service.
Preventive maintenance is easy.
2014 - Ford (Lincoln) did make it better and
it was pretty good at the start.

Editor’s note: Ratings are from 1 to 5, with 5 = Best and 1 = Worst.

car can’t get the mileage it was
reported to achieve.
The Lincoln’s dash mimics
the Fusion’s customizable instrument cluster, with its plants
growing leaves as a reward for
economical driving – although
the Lincoln version additionally
sprouts up to five lilies. Each

flower is progressively harder to
bloom, and they remain in the
display until the fuel-economy
monitor is reset. Oh, such fun!
One of my colleagues drove my
rental Fusion HEV like he does
his muscle car and all he had
were sticks showing on the
screen. It does take some easy

